In the fast ignition scheme, first a fuel target is imploded by long-pulse implosion lasers, and then its compressed core is heated by a short-pulse ultrahigh-intense laser. The FIREX project has started at ILE, Osaka University to demonstrate core heating up to 5 keV with the fast ignition scheme using Au cone-guided targets. Results of both fundamental experiment campaigns and 2D PIC simulations indicate that the coupling efficiency from fast electrons to the core is quite low because the divergence angle of fast electrons is too large to efficiently hit the core and their slope temperature is too high to deposit the energy into the core even the energy conversion efficiency from the heating laser to fast electrons is generally high [1] . Thus a relatively small enhancement in neutron yield was achieved in integrated experiment campaigns.
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To mitigate this critical issue, the ion assisted fast ignition scheme is suggested, where a plastic (CH) ion beam generator is introduced into the cone-guided target and additional core heating is expected by proton (H + ) and carbon (C 6+ ) beams [2] . To adapt the sheath field ion acceleration [3] , the thin CH film is installed inside the cone away from the tip. On the other hand, the low-density CH foam is placed in front of the cone tip surface for the Ponderomotive force ion acceleration [4] . In both cases, the CH ion generator is placed as close to the cone tip as possible in order to shorten the distance between the ion generation point and the compressed core. This simple design can reduce core-arrival time lags due to different ion energies or between electrons and ions, and not only fast electrons but also energetic ions with wide energy range can be used to heat the core. In addition, this design makes it easy to introduce the ion beam generator into FIREX experiments combining with currently used Au cone-guided targets.
Electron and ion beam characteristics are investigated by 2D PIC simulations. As the electric field, which accelerates ions, decelerates electrons, there is a trade-off between ion and electron contributions for core heating. Additionally, the surface of the ion generator is concavely deformed at a later time, and ion beams are divided into two beams with a large angle and do not hit the core. Thus structured targets for the ion generator are needed to optimize the electron-ion combination and the ion beam. Finally, core heating properties are evaluated by integrated simulations [5] by 2D RFP-Hydro code. *This work is partially supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C)(25400539), and is performed with the support and under the auspices of the NIFS Collaboration Research program (NIFS12KUGK057 and NIFS15KUGK093).
